
findAfrenchie Day to Day  
 
8:20AM START OF DAY  
 
8:20am Worker Arrives on the property and unlocks the shed doors 
 
8:30am – 9:20am Worker Starts feeding the dogs in the indoor kennels with all shed doors 
closed   

- We feed them 2 cups of Alacarte dried dog biscuits mixed in with cooked chicken mince in dog 
bowls inside of their night kennel 

  
9:30am – 9:50am Clean the outdoor runs 

- Worker picks up dog faeces with a scoop and shovel, all waste is double bagged and put in our 
industrial bin. The bin is a 3m x 3m industrial bin from Ramones Company. 

- The solids are collected manually daily with a scoop and shovel the waste that is picked up is 
double bagged and placed in the industrial bin. If required we will use a dry vac or blower and or 
broom and mop and bucket. We will wash down with a gurney twice annually or additionally as 
required. 

- Clean out the water bowls with fresh water from the hose which is connected to our tank water. 
 
10:00am  - 10:30am Take the dogs from their night kennels to their daytime outside runs 

- Take groups of 3-4 dogs at a time from the shed down the fenced path into their grouped runs 
- The dogs are taken out into the furthest run from the shed first before being placed into the runs 

leading closer to the property to avoid them from passing each others kennels and creating 
unnecessary noise or disturbance  

- The shed door remains closed in between groups to reduce noise  
- The dogs are consciously grouped in their outside runs to reduce noise or other disturbances 
- When taking the groups of 3-4 dogs from the shed to the outdoor runs, the first group will be taken 

to the furthest run (from the shed), then the second group taken to the second furthest run, and so 
on until all the dogs are in the outdoor runs. 

 
10:30am – 11:30am Clean the inside Night Kennels (Shed)  

- 10:30am – 11:00am Take all water and food bowls out of the kennels and clean with buckets of 
water and disinfectant (Virkon S - Broad Spectrum Bactericidal Fungicidal Disinfectant)  with a 
scrubbing brush. Once this is completed we dispose of waste water in the laundry sink  

- 11:00am – 12:00pm  
• Clean all the evening crates discarding absorbent paper into double garbage bags then placed in 

industrial waste bin. 
• Clean evening crates with wipes and disinfectant spray disinfectant (Virkon S - Broad Spectrum 

Bactericidal Fungicidal Disinfectant)   
• Put fresh absorbent paper in crates ready for the dogs to go back into at night  
• Check on dogs in the outdoor runs to ensure they have water  



• Come back to the indoor shed  
• Refresh all water bowls with fresh water that is from our tank water and place them in the kennels 

ready for the night time  
• Sweep floors and discard of dirt in the industrial bin  
• Mop floors with 5 litres of water and disinfectant (Virkon S - Broad Spectrum Bactericidal Fungicidal 

Disinfectant) which is poured down the drain. 
• Wash any travel crates if need be. 

 
11:30am – 11:45am Check on dogs in outdoor runs  

- During this time we walk down to the outside runs and check on the dogs they are usually playing 
with each other or their toys or having a rest  

- At this time we make sure the dogs water bowls are still full  
- All other times the dogs are monitored via Arlo Video and Audio Camera Monitoring Systems that 

detects sound and movement and this is sent to multiple devices with alerts inside the house 
which is monitored by Louise Lewis that also listens for disturbances and additional noise from the 
runs and will attend to the dogs if necessary.  

- We will also have 900 High coverings placed in the outdoor run internal walls to stop all barking 
from run to run  

- Other than this monitoring remotely and the worker checking on the dogs for 15 minutes every 
hour there are conscious occasions when the dogs are left to be in their runs to socialise without 
human intervention. The dogs are thoughtfully grouped in their outside runs to reduce noise or 
other disturbances. They are monitored closely within the monitoring systems and when necessary 
they are attended to if they are barking or making other noise and separated if needed.  

- Should the camera monitoring system detect noise from the dogs which may result in offensive 
noise to the neighbours (eg. barking), then the responsible person will immediately attend to the 
dogs and depending on the cause of the noise, will separate the dogs if they are in the same pen, 
give them a toy so that they are occupied and distracted or remove the barking dog altogether. The 
responsible person will remain with the dogs until they are settled. 

 
11:45am – 12:30pm Clean the inside Night Kennels (Shed)  

- Continue Cleaning the inside night kennels  
 
12:30pm – 12:45pm Check on dogs in outdoor runs  

- During this time we walk down to the outside runs and check on the dogs they are usually playing 
with each other or their toys or having a rest  

- At this time we make sure the dogs water bowls are still full  
- All other times the dogs are monitored via Arlo Video and Audio Camera Monitoring Systems that 

detects sound and movement and this is sent to multiple devices with alerts inside the house 
which is monitored by Louise Lewis that also listens for disturbances and additional noise from the 
runs and will attend to the dogs if necessary.  

- We will also have 900 High coverings placed in the outdoor run internal walls to stop all barking 
from run to run  



- Other than this monitoring remotely and the worker checking on the dogs for 15 minutes every 
hour there are conscious occasions when the dogs are left to be in their runs to socialise without 
human intervention. The dogs are thoughtfully grouped in their outside runs to reduce noise or 
other disturbances. They are monitored closely within the monitoring systems and when necessary 
they are attended to if they are barking or making other noise and separated if needed.  

- Should the camera monitoring system detect noise from the dogs which may result in offensive 
noise to the neighbours (eg. barking), then the responsible person will immediately attend to the 
dogs and depending on the cause of the noise, will separate the dogs if they are in the same pen, 
give them a toy so that they are occupied and distracted or remove the barking dog altogether. The 
responsible person will remain with the dogs until they are settled. 

 
1:00pm Morning Shift for the worker is complete  
 
1:30pm – 1:45pm Afternoon shift for worker starts  

- During this time we walk down to the outside runs and check on the dogs they are usually playing 
with each other or their toys or having a rest  

- At this time we make sure the dogs water bowls are still full  
- All other times the dogs are monitored via Arlo Video and Audio Camera Monitoring Systems that 

detects sound and movement and this is sent to multiple devices with alerts inside the house 
which is monitored by Louise Lewis that also listens for disturbances and additional noise from the 
runs and will attend to the dogs if necessary.  

- We will also have 900 High coverings placed in the outdoor run internal walls to stop all barking 
from run to run  

- Other than this monitoring remotely and the worker checking on the dogs for 15 minutes every 
hour there are conscious occasions when the dogs are left to be in their runs to socialise without 
human intervention. The dogs are thoughtfully grouped in their outside runs to reduce noise or 
other disturbances. They are monitored closely within the monitoring systems and when necessary 
they are attended to if they are barking or making other noise and separated if needed.  

- Should the camera monitoring system detect noise from the dogs which may result in offensive 
noise to the neighbours (eg. barking), then the responsible person will immediately attend to the 
dogs and depending on the cause of the noise, will separate the dogs if they are in the same pen, 
give them a toy so that they are occupied and distracted or remove the barking dog altogether. The 
responsible person will remain with the dogs until they are settled. 

1:30pm – 3:30pm General Grounds Keeping  
- The worker will take part in general grounds keeping ie. Mowing Lawns, Landscaping, Grounds 

Keeping & Maintenance duties.  
2:30pm – 2:45pm Check on Dogs in outdoor runs   

- During this time we walk down to the outside runs and check on the dogs they are usually playing 
with each other or their toys or having a rest  

- At this time we make sure the dogs water bowls are still full  
- All other times the dogs are monitored via Arlo Video and Audio Camera Monitoring Systems that 

detects sound and movement and this is sent to multiple devices with alerts inside the house 



which is monitored by Louise Lewis that also listens for disturbances and additional noise from the 
runs and will attend to the dogs if necessary.  

- We will also have 900 High coverings placed in the outdoor run internal walls to stop all barking 
from run to run  

- Other than this monitoring remotely and the worker checking on the dogs for 15 minutes every 
hour there are conscious occasions when the dogs are left to be in their runs to socialise without 
human intervention. The dogs are thoughtfully grouped in their outside runs to reduce noise or 
other disturbances. They are monitored closely within the monitoring systems and when necessary 
they are attended to if they are barking or making other noise and separated if needed.  

- Should the camera monitoring system detect noise from the dogs which may result in offensive 
noise to the neighbours (eg. barking), then the responsible person will immediately attend to the 
dogs and depending on the cause of the noise, will separate the dogs if they are in the same pen, 
give them a toy so that they are occupied and distracted or remove the barking dog altogether. The 
responsible person will remain with the dogs until they are settled. 

 
3:30pm – 3:45pm Check on Dogs in outdoor runs   

- During this time we walk down to the outside runs and check on the dogs they are usually playing 
with each other or their toys or having a rest  

- At this time we make sure the dogs water bowls are still full  
- All other times the dogs are monitored via Arlo Video and Audio Camera Monitoring Systems that 

detects sound and movement and this is sent to multiple devices with alerts inside the house 
which is monitored by Louise Lewis that also listens for disturbances and additional noise from the 
runs and will attend to the dogs if necessary.  

- We will also have 900 High coverings placed in the outdoor run internal walls to stop all barking 
from run to run  

- Other than this monitoring remotely and the worker checking on the dogs for 15 minutes every 
hour there are conscious occasions when the dogs are left to be in their runs to socialise without 
human intervention. The dogs are thoughtfully grouped in their outside runs to reduce noise or 
other disturbances. They are monitored closely within the monitoring systems and when necessary 
they are attended to if they are barking or making other noise and separated if needed.  

- Should the camera monitoring system detect noise from the dogs which may result in offensive 
noise to the neighbours (eg. barking), then the responsible person will immediately attend to the 
dogs and depending on the cause of the noise, will separate the dogs if they are in the same pen, 
give them a toy so that they are occupied and distracted or remove the barking dog altogether. The 
responsible person will remain with the dogs until they are settled. 

 
3:45pm – 4:30pm Wash 2 x Dogs (Every other day)  

- Wash 2 x dogs on a rotating roster every second day in the house in the bath  
 
4:30pm - 5:15pm Bring all the dogs inside from outdoor runs to evening kennels  

- Take groups of 3-4 dogs at a time from the runs up the fenced path into their night time kennels 
inside the shed  

- Each dog receives a treat and they settle in for the night.  



- The shed door remains closed in between groups to reduce noise  
- When taking the groups of dogs from the outdoor runs back into the evening kennels, the first 

group will be taken from the run closest to the shed, then the second group taken from the second 
closest run, and so on until all the dogs are back in the evening kennels inside the shed. 

This procedure will avoid the dogs walking past other dogs already located in the outdoor runs, 
which eliminates the risks of dogs being anxious and barking. 

 
5:15pm – 10:00am Dogs remain in the indoor kennels  
 
7:30pm – 7:45pm Check on dogs in inside kennels   

- During this time we check on the dogs in the indoor kennels they are usually sleeping during this 
period but we need to make sure they are ok  

- We have background music playing during the entire night for the dogs entertainment and all 
lights are kept off  

- At this time we make sure the dogs water bowls are still full  
- Other than the worker checking on the dogs for 15 minutes every hour there are conscious 

occasions when the dogs are left to be in their night time kennels to sleep and rest without human 
intervention. The dogs are thoughtfully grouped in their indoor kennels to reduce noise or other 
disturbances. They are monitored closely and when necessary they are attended to if they are 
barking or making other noise and then they are separate if needed.  

- All other times the dogs are monitored via Arlo Video and Audio Camera Monitoring Systems that 
detects sound and movement and this is sent to multiple devices with alerts inside the house 
which is monitored by Louise Lewis that also listens for disturbances and additional noise from the 
indoor kennels and will attend to the dogs if necessary.  

 
8:30pm – 8:45pm Check on dogs in inside kennels   

- During this time we check on the dogs in the indoor kennels they are usually sleeping during this 
period but we need to make sure they are ok  

- We have background music playing during the entire night for the dogs entertainment and all 
lights are kept off  

- At this time we make sure the dogs water bowls are still full  
- Other than the worker checking on the dogs for 15 minutes every hour there are conscious 

occasions when the dogs are left to be in their night time kennels to sleep and rest without human 
intervention. The dogs are thoughtfully grouped in their indoor kennels to reduce noise or other 
disturbances. They are monitored closely and when necessary they are attended to if they are 
barking or making other noise and then they are separate if needed.  

- All other times the dogs are monitored via Arlo Video and Audio Camera Monitoring Systems that 
detects sound and movement and this is sent to multiple devices with alerts inside the house 
which is monitored by Louise Lewis that also listens for disturbances and additional noise from the 
runs and will attend to the dogs if necessary.  

 
 
 



9:30pm – 9:45pm Check on dogs in inside kennels   
- During this time we check on the dogs in the indoor kennels they are usually sleeping during this 

period but we need to make sure they are ok  
- We have background music playing during the entire night for the dogs entertainment and all 

lights are kept off  
- At this time we make sure the dogs water bowls are still full  
- Other than the worker checking on the dogs for 15 minutes every hour there are conscious 

occasions when the dogs are left to be in their night time kennels to sleep and rest without human 
intervention. The dogs are thoughtfully grouped in their indoor kennels to reduce noise or other 
disturbances. They are monitored closely and when necessary they are attended to if they are 
barking or making other noise and then they are separate if needed.  

- All other times the dogs are monitored via Arlo Video and Audio Camera Monitoring Systems that 
detects sound and movement and this is sent to multiple devices with alerts inside the house 
which is monitored by Louise Lewis that also listens for disturbances and additional noise from the 
runs and will attend to the dogs if necessary.  

 
10:00pm – 10:15pm Check on dogs in inside kennels and Lock Up  

- During this time we check on the dogs in the indoor kennels they are usually sleeping during this 
period but we need to make sure they are ok  

- At this time we make sure the dogs water bowls are still full  
- Lock up the shed roller door goes down and padlocks are put on 
- All other times the dogs are monitored via Arlo Video and Audio Camera Monitoring Systems that 

detects sound and movement and this is sent to multiple devices with alerts inside the house 
which is monitored by Louise Lewis that also listens for disturbances and additional noise from the 
runs and will attend to the dogs if necessary.  

 
10:30pm END OF DAY  
 
10:30pm – 8:20am – Overnight when the dogs are sleeping  

- The dogs are left to be in their night time kennels to sleep and rest without human intervention. 
The dogs are thoughtfully grouped in their indoor kennels to reduce noise or other disturbances. 
They are monitored closely and when necessary they are attended to if they are barking or making 
other noise and then they are separate if needed.  

- All other times the dogs are monitored via Arlo Video and Audio Camera Monitoring Systems that 
detects sound and movement and this is sent to multiple devices with alerts inside the house 
which is monitored by Louise Lewis that also listens for disturbances and additional noise from the 
runs and will attend to the dogs if necessary.  

 
ONCE A MONTH ADDITIONAL EXTRAS:  

- Before taking the dogs into the outdoor runs once a month on the 2nd we have to flea, tick, heart 
worm and worm protect the dogs.  

- We use NexGard Spectra to do this. It is a chewable tablet that we give to them before their food.  
 



VET TRIPS:  
- General dog check up trips happen when necessary and these take place at Somersby Animal 

Hospital.  
- We see Robin who is the Senior Veterinarian and she looks after all of our dogs and supports our 

program  
 
BREEDING: 

- When a dam goes into gestation she is monitored for 3-4 days before being taken on a vet trip to 
Somersby Animal Hospital for a progesterone test.  

- Once this is completed the Dam is returned to the property 
- We then receive the results of the test over the phone  
- Depending on the results this process could be repeated over the next few days depending on the 

levels.  
- Once the results of the progesterone level reaches between 4-5 Nanamoles the dog is ready to be 

monitored.  
- We then transport the Dam to Colyton Veterinary hospital along with the chosen sire to be 

monitored with additional progesterone tests for a further 2-3 days.  
- During this time the Dam and the Sire board at the Colyton Veterinary hospital in separate 

accommodation.  
- Once the Dam’s progesterone reaches the correct level the Dam will then be Telescopic Camera 

Inseminated with the chosen sires sperm by a qualified veterinarian at Colyton Veterinary hospital.  
- This procedure is completed 2 days in a row  
- Once the procedure is completed for the second time both the Dam and the Sire are collected to 

travel back to the property.  
 
WHELPING:  

- The entire pregnancy process for a Dam goes for a maximum of 63 Days  
- When the Dam reaches 58 days she is taken to Somersby Animal Hospital for a progesterone test. 
- Once this is completed the Dam is returned to the property 
- We then receive the results of the test over the phone  
- Depending on the results this process is repeated every day until her progesterone level reaches 

around 2 Nanamoles.  
- Once the Dam’s progesterone level drops to around 2 Nanamoles she will be ready for birthing the 

puppies. 
- The Dam births her puppies via an Elective Cesarean and this is completed by a qualified 

veterinarian at Somersby Animal Hospital.  
- Once the cesarean is completed the Dam and Puppies are brought back to the property to be kept 

in the house until they are 8 weeks old and ready to be rehomed.  
 
 
 
 
 



REHOMING OF PUPPIES:  
- We do not have any buyers or additional visitors to the property for the purpose of conducting our 

business.  
- All buyers are found and interviewed over the phone and when a dog or puppy is ready to be 

rehomed we transport them to Sydney to sell them from there or transport to interstate buyers.  
 
CLEANING OF OUTDOOR RUNS:  

- The solids are collected manually daily with a scoop and shovel as per the cleaning of the outdoor 
runs, the waste that is picked up is double bagged and placed in the industrial bin. If required we 
will use a dry vac or blower and or broom and mop and bucket. We will wash down with a gurney 
twice annually or additionally as required. 

 
DECEASED DOG’S OR PUPPIES:  

- All deceased animals if any are taken to our chosen veterinarian. We have a great relationship with 
our vet and they look after all of our animals. If a puppy or dog does pass away on site we still take 
them to the vet. We do not bury or dispose of them on site. 

 
COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE:  

- We will place our phone number on the gate so people may be able to contact us. I will also hand 
deliver letters to all of our neighboring properties with our contact details and explain that if they 
have any concerns or complaints please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 
STAFF & EMPLOYEES:  

- We have 4 employees in total. 2 Live onsite Kris Lewis & Louise Lewis, 1 full time worker that lives 
offsite Taylor Fortunato and one administration staff member that works onsite on weekends Laura 
Webb. 


